• DES on two premotor sectors differently impairs a hand manipulation task. 23 • Connectivity of the two sectors although similar, showed significant differences.
cross-comparison revealed that the left and right Recruitment sectors had stronger functional 1. Introduction 72 73 2.4 Stimulation parameters 195 196 DES during the execution of the hand manipulation task was delivered at the Low Frequency 197 (LF-DES). It consisted of trains, lasting 2 to 5 seconds, of biphasic square wave pulses (0.5 198 ms each phase) at 60 Hz (ISI 16.6 ms) delivered by a constant current stimulator NeuroStimulator, Inomed) integrated into the ISIS-System through a bipolar probe (2 ball 200 tips, 2 mm diameter, separation 5 mm). The average current released was 3.14± 0,75 mA for 201 the left hemisphere and 3.02 mA ± 0,75 mA for the right hemisphere. 202 203 2.5 Quantitative EMG analysis of hand muscles: characterization of two effects of DES 204 205 In this section we provide a brief description of the methodological procedures, extensively 206 explained in Fornia et al.,2019, adopted to quantify the effect of DES on muscle unit 207 recruitment. Correct and stable hand manipulation task execution, recorded before 208 stimulation, was characterized by a rhythmic EMG pattern of the recorded muscles (Extensor 209 Digitorum Communis, First Dorsal Interosseous and Abductor Pollicis Brevis). Depending on 210 the effect of DES on hand manipulation task execution, cortical sites were classified as 211 effective, i.e. DES disrupted task execution, or ineffective, where DES did not affect 212 execution. Two quantitative parameters were calculated on the EMG in each muscle across 213 the different conditions (Effective and Ineffective) and the baseline, muscle activity recorded 214 during the task execution in absence of stimulation, in order to quantify the EMG pattern of 215 interference during hand manipulation task: 216 • The Autocorrelation coefficient (aCC), was computed, in each patient, on 217 all the EMG time window selected (i.e. Baseline and DES-related) for each 218 muscle. The aCC analysis (Matlab function "xcorr", using the "unbiased" 219 option) was applied on each EMG window selected, after being demeaned, 220 full-wave rectified and low-pass-filtered; the resulting autocorrelation 221 function, when a phasic activity was maintained, was characterised by a 222 prominent positive peak whose timing corresponded to the fundamental time 223 period (f0), inverse of the fundamental frequency; the y-value of this peak 224 was the aCC index accounting for the regularity/rhythmicity of the phasic 225 muscle contraction during task execution. The closer to the unitary value the 226 peak aCC index is, the more repeatable and regular is to be considered the Based on aCC and RMS parameters we showed that LF-DES delivery over the effective sites 241 evoked different degrees of muscle impairment during hand manipulation task execution.
242
Stimulation of the dorsal sector of ventral premotor cortex evoked a wide range of complete 243 (arrest pattern) to partial (clumsy pattern) muscle impairment. The RMS analysis showed that 244 these effects were mainly due to general muscle suppression (motor unit suppression sectors,
245
Supplementary Video 1). Differently, stimulation of the most dorsal investigated sector in 246 PMd also evoked a complete arrest of the task (aCC arrest pattern), however characterized by 247 a general muscle recruitment preceded by brief muscle suppression lasting on average about 248 320 ms (motor unit recruitment sectors, Supplementary Video 2). These effects occurred in 249 both hemispheres of the right-handed patients selected. Furthermore, to test the occurrence of 250 DES-related motor unit recruitment even in absence of the background voluntary muscle 251 activity (increasing the excitability of the motoneuronal pools) due to the hand manipulation 252 task execution, the effective sites were stimulated with the hand at rest, which failed to elicit 253 clear overt muscle activity. Significant variation in muscle recruitment was estimated using 254 the average ± 2SD of RMS activity during baseline execution. Notably. this result therefore 255 suggests that these responses, despite evoked in sites very close to the anatomically defined involved in different aspects of hand-object interaction. This conclusion is also supported by 265 the presence of a sector of precentral cortex between the two functional sectors, at which 266 DES did not significantly affect muscle activity during hand manipulation task execution.
267
This supports the concept that DES has high spatial resolution and specificity when coupled 268 with an appropriate task. Each effective stimulation site was used to calculate a three-dimensional visualisation of the 273 most probable region where task performance disruption was likely to occur, based on the 274 concentration of stimulation sites. We performed a probability density function (PDF) based 275 on kernel density estimation (see Supplementary Figure 2 ). This was estimated using an in- Ugurbil et al.,2013) . In this study we analysed only one of the four 295 runs acquired for each subject (left-right encoded). In order to exclude that the phase 296 encoding direction affect the results, in half of subjects seed-based correlation was computed 297 analysing the run acquired with reversed phase encoding. brain. Finally, the significant differences in functional connectivity patterns between two 331 different seeds was estimated by means of two paired t-tests for "between-source" differences 332 (FWE p-FWE< 0.05 cluster-corrected, p<0.05).
333
The 2 nd level analysis was performed only on those sectors showing positive correlations.
334
Since we performed paired t-tests to disclose only those areas showing higher connectivity, 335 we excluded regions showing negative correlations to avoid the negative correlations in a contrast are significant. To this aim we used an explicit mask defined by those voxels that in 337 the functional maps showed positive correlations.
339
2.9 Analysis of structural connections 340 341 In order to estimate the structural connectivity of investigated regions of interest we used an 
Structural connections of Recruitment and Suppression sectors 483 484
Tractotron provided an indicator quantifying the degree of overlap between a chosen seed 485 voxel and a voxel with high probability containing a specific white matter tract, based on an 486 atlas of healthy white matter. We used a cut-off of 50% probability to identify the white 487 matter tracts known to be involved in the sensorimotor control. As result the Recruitment ,1997; et al.,2015) . Based on these premises it cannot be excluded that significant differences et al.,2017), and our results indicate that these tracts may have different functional 675 significance in supporting hand motor function. Interestingly, the Suppression sector, mainly 676 in the left hemisphere, was connected with the parietal lobe via the SLF III. However 
Limitations

685
A limitation of our study is that the intraoperative seeds and the functional networks are 686 derived from different individuals therefore we could not describe the functional network in 687 the same brains where the intraoperative seeds were defined. However, two issues can 
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